Become a Holiday Helper!

A fun drawing activity to celebrate the holiday season!

Beavers and Cubs can select which Holiday Crest they want to work on and do a ‘good turn’ to achieve their crest. There are a few fun ways to recognize each youth’s act of service to others and the community in your next Section meeting:

**OPTION 1**
Before your Section sets out to do a good turn, have youth design a Holiday Crest of their choice and share it in your next meeting. After youth have done their good turns, they can award each other with the different Holiday Crests to recognize and celebrate their contributions.

**OPTION 2**
Get started with giving back! After each youth has done a good turn, they can design the Holiday Crest that describes their activity and write a brief story of their good turn. In your next meeting, youth can share their designs and stories of giving back.

**OPTION 3**
The holidays are a busy time, and sometimes activity planning can be a little tough this time of year! Keep it simple and engaging by having each youth select and design a Holiday Crest of their choice. In your next Section meeting, youth can share why they chose this crest and the design they created.

Are there youth or Scouters in your Group who have been engaged in acts of service throughout the year, or led a project to give back to the community in 2020? Celebrate their contributions by sending them the digital Holiday Helper badge!

Safety first! Before doing a good turn, ask yourself what safety steps need to take place. Whether it’s washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves (for the Hot Chocolate Connoisseur, for example), let’s stay safe and be mindful of not putting ourselves or others at risk of COVID-19.
Hot Chocolate Connoisseur

Make gift bundles filled with hot chocolate sachets, candy canes and marshmallows. Drop them off on neighbours’ doorsteps with a kind note!

Share Your ‘Good Turn’!

Safety first! Before doing a good turn, ask yourself what safety steps need to take place. Whether it’s washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves (for the Hot Chocolate Connoisseur, for example), let’s stay safe and be mindful of not putting ourselves or others at risk of COVID-19.
HOLIDAY CREST

Snow Angel

Shovel and clear snow in your neighbourhood, whether it’s park entryways, neighbours’ driveways or more!

Share Your ‘Good Turn’!

Safety first! Before doing a good turn, ask yourself what safety steps need to take place. Whether it’s washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves (for the Hot Chocolate Connoisseur, for example), let’s stay safe and be mindful of not putting ourselves or others at risk of COVID-19.
HOLIDAY CREST

Chief Decorator

Add some festive cheer to your neighbourhood by decorating trees in a park, trail entry, street lamppost or help neighbours decorate their yards (with their permission)! Remember to collect decorations at the end of the season—Leave No Trace!

Share Your ‘Good Turn’!

________________________
________________________
________________________

Safety first! Before doing a good turn, ask yourself what safety steps need to take place. Whether it’s washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves (for the Hot Chocolate Connoisseur, for example), let’s stay safe and be mindful of not putting ourselves or others at risk of COVID-19.
HOLIDAY CREST

Cookie Monster

Get baking! Make cookies and share them with your neighbours, or bring them to a local senior home (remember to call ahead to the senior home to see if they are accepting, and what safety steps to keep in mind).

Safety first! Before doing a good turn, ask yourself what safety steps need to take place. Whether it’s washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves (for the Hot Chocolate Connoisseur, for example), let’s stay safe and be mindful of not putting ourselves or others at risk of COVID-19.
Choose a someone in your neighbourhood and leave a goodie bag containing treats or gifts they’d appreciate.

Safety first! Before doing a good turn, ask yourself what safety steps need to take place. Whether it’s washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves (for the Hot Chocolate Connoisseur, for example), let’s stay safe and be mindful of not putting ourselves or others at risk of COVID-19.
HOLIDAY CREST
Warm and Cozy

Collect or make warm clothing and donate to a local shelter.

Share Your ‘Good Turn’!

Safety first! Before doing a good turn, ask yourself what safety steps need to take place. Whether it’s washing hands, wearing masks and using gloves (for the Hot Chocolate Connoisseur, for example), let’s stay safe and be mindful of not putting ourselves or others at risk of COVID-19.